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Model Photo Highlight Features Link

AI Camera /Monitor /MDVR System

DH-RC05
(AI BSD)

* Reverse camera AI BSD detect pedestrain and vehicle and early 
warning when entering alarm frame & auto tracking;
* Lens and Light apart to solve the phenomenon of night vision 
explosion and light shadow;
* Waterproof/anti-shock/anti-interference

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_6/1
66.html

DH-RC66
(AI BSD)

* Side view camera AI BSD detect pedestrain and vehicle and early 
warning when entering alarm frame & auto tracking;
* Wide angle 120degree(160 degree optional);
* Waterproof/anti-shock/anti-interference
* Support external buzzer reminder, high temperature overload 
protection,Heat-dissipating aluminum alloy case

DH-RC33
(ADAS DMS)

* AI ADAS & DMS dashcam, drivers' state analyzing,stalistic report 
for fleet telematics,taxi,online car-hailing,caravan etc;
* Main dashcam 1080P with alarm feature,support to add external 3 
cameras 720P. 4G, wifi(for position), GPS. For RS232,and IO detect 
is optional;
* Support CMSV6 platform to view video real time via phone and PC, 
fuel level sensor connecting for oil theft(optional);
* Storage TF card *2pcs,each card 8~128GB at Class10

DH-AIS04

* AI BSD backup camera & monitor kit to detect pedestrian & 
vehicle;
* Camera AHD 720P/960P/1080P optional, waterproof IP69K;
* Monitor built in buzzer alarm,7''/9''/10.1'' optional.

DH-AIS05
* AI BSD side camera & monitor kit to detect pedestrian & vehicle;
* Camera AHD 720P/960P/1080P optional, waterproof IP69K;
* Monitor built in buzzer alarm,7''/9''/10.1'' optional.

MDVR-AS04

* SD-MDVR 4CH
* GPS,Wifi,4G optional;
* API integration,CMS V6 platform for telematics
* Real time to view video,photo,position GPS tracking,playback
* AI ADAS and DMS optional ;

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_30/
122.html
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MDVR-AH04

* HDD-MDVR 4CH;
* GPS,Wifi,4G optional;
* API integration,CMS V6 or V7 platform for telematics
* Real time to view video,photo,position GPS tracking,playback
* AI ADAS and DMS optional

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_31/
123.html

MDVR-AIS01

* AI  ADAS and DMS Telematics Fleet Video System
* AI-MDVR + 7'' monitor +DMS cam+standard side view cam+rear 
view cam+special side view camera(built in radar+buzzer);
* Rich telematics data and AI platform with real-time GPS, live view 
video and reports for local service provider
* Hareware,platform,API integrations help fleet improve 
safety,increase visibility and cusomter satisfaction

DH-AM74

* AI BSD monitor detect pedestrians and vehicles;
* 7'' monitor 2ch split, or 10.1''/10.36'' 4ch split optional;
* Support Multimedea and multiple language:
* Storage 64G-256G optional

DH-KS01

* 4CH AI BSD Alarm System detect pedestrians,cyclists,car 
drivers,playing children etc and larm via sound light buzzer;
* Front/reverse/right/left sides camera monitoring real time and alarm 
timely ensure safe driving;
* Button/touch screen optional,7''/10.1''/10.36'' size optional;
* Wide voltage design,Storage TF card 64G-256G optional;
* Multiple language suit Euro,USA etc 

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_34/
165.html

Backup Camera System Series

Special hightlight design items

DH-RC22

* integrated both working light and monitoring video camera 2 in 1;
* Camera AHD 1080P,waterproof,anti shock,self locking
* Max working light distance 50-180M
* Grid type heat dissipation design
* Two version optional:
  RC22-S: high beam LED & cam 1080P;
  RC22-P: low/medium/high beam led & cam 1080P;
* Extention cable 5M/10M/15M/20M optional

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_6/1
13.html

DH-RC10

* Radar+Camera+sound and light buzzer 3 in 1 fusion;
* Radar detect 3meters and show distance in monitor,when detect 
dangous it will release the buzzer to alarm outside padestrian and 
inside driver;
* Camera AHD 720P,waterproof  and dustproof and shockproof;
* One connector to cigarette lighter and muanal power on/off the 
sound alarm;
* Strong magnetic chuck to vehicle, easy DIY for backup,side view or 
road facing installation;

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_6/1
69.html

DH-VC01

* Vandal-proof metal backup camera for oil tank vehicles etc;
* AHD 720P/1080P optional,mirror/normal image;
* Night version,anfi high temperature,easy installation;
* Special design for oil tank vehicle,Bus,Truck,Fire engines etc.
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DH-VC02

* Vandal-proof metal backup camera for oil tank vehicles etc;
* AHD 720P/1080P optional,mirror/normal image;
* Night version,anfi high temperature,easy installation;
* Special design for oil tank vehicle,Bus,Truck,Fire engines etc.

DH-TC01

* Thermal vehicle camera and ECU system is to view clear when 
poor lighting,high beams in the opposite lane,rain,fog or smog, the 
driver is hard to see the road clearly
* Camera waterproof IP67
* Support CVBS or USB output with monitor
* AI to detect pedestrians 100M away and vehicles 160M away
* Long-range night version:300-500meters ahead in complete dark 
environment
* Resolution 256*192、384*288、640*512 optional

DH-RC21

* Auto Shutter Motorized reverse camera CVBS or AHD
* Built-in led light supports night vision
* Resolution 600TVL or AHD 720P/960P/1080P
* Waterproof IP68 parking rearview cam

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_6/1
17.html

DH-RC16

* Auto feater reverse camera CVBS or AHD when temp -5℃;
* Built-in led light supports night vision
* Resolution 600TVL or AHD 720P/960P/1080P
* Waterproof IP68 parking rearview cam

DH-RV17

* Dual lens RV camera;
* Built-in led light supports night vision
* Resolution 600TVL or AHD 720P/960P/1080P
* Waterproof IP68 parking rearview cam

DH-RV18

* 720P or 1080P optional 
* PAL/NTSC optional, viewing angle   120 Degree;
* DC 12V, waterproof IP68
* Mirror or Normal optional
* Power Consumption ＜3W
* Rear view for Vans,such as Ducato/Crafter/Viano/Sprinter etc.

DH-RV19

* Dual lens for huge RV vehicle
* Aseismatic, Plastick housing,With night vision, IR lights
* Pixel: AHD 600TVL
* Arrange:120°
* Waterproof: IP69K
* Voltage: DC 12V

DH-RC19

* forklift camera,plug and play with magnatic;
* AHD camera 720P/1080P optional;
* Shockproof,waterproof IP69
* Anti high temperature
* Easy installation
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DH-RC23

* Radar+Camera+LED light for parking assitant;
* DC12-24V wide voltage design
* AHD 720P/1080P camera optional;
* Camera Lens Angle: 170 
* Waterproof : IP67                                            
* Radar Detect distance : 0-3 Meters,alarm by Four-step bibi sound       
* Volume:65DB and display the distance and image of obstacles on 
the screen 

Standard truck camera series

Main Features: 
* Resolution CVBS,AHD 720P/960P/1080P optional;
* Waterproof IP68 or higher, shockproof,dustproof for vehicles;
* Mirror/normal image optional;
* PAL/NTSC TV standard optional.

             DH-RC20                               DH-RC03                             DH-RC04                        DH-RC02(in-vehicle)

              DH-RC61                              DH-RC62                              DH-RC73                             DH-RC74

            DH-RC68                             DH-RC69                                DH-RC70

USB Vehicle Camera Series

Main Features:
USB Car camera 1080P HD resolution is suitable for vehicle monitoring, face recognition, security monitoring, video 
conference, video intercom, video phone, car rear view etc.

    DH-RC11(Plastic)                DH-RC12(Metal)                        DH-RC13 /DH-RC14               DH-RC15
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Wifi Truck Camera Series

DH-WL01

* 4G Wifi HD 1080P resolusion reverse vehicle cam
* Support two-way intercom, real time to know what happen
* Video compression H.265, half storage and half flow rate save
* Cam and DVR 2-in-1 reverse back up camera, TF card max 128G

https://www.duuhnn
.com/product_26/12
5.html

DH-WL02

* 5DB antenna strong 2.4G wireless wifi transmission 50M,max 
100Meters outdoor open space
* Battery 9600mAh keep working 7-9hours when charge full, 
charging time about 6Hours
* Strong magnatic fix on behicle and easy to take out, NO need 
wiring, NO need drilling hole
* Cell phone Android and Apple APP to view real time
* Waterproof IP68, night version 3-6meters
* Support using when charing
* Support to match 5''/7''/9''/10.1'' wireless truck monitors to work 
together(optional)

https://www.duuhnn
.com/product_26/12
6.html

DH-W05

* Wifi bus camera digital signal
* Power support：DC9-35V
* Sensitization chipset:CMOS AHD 720P
* Angle of view:125~150degree
* Transmission power:80mW
* Night vision distance:5~10M
* Waterproof level:IP67
* Receiver:Any Android or Apple system with Wi-Fi mode

Wifi Car Camera Series

Main Features:
* Wifi rear view camera digital signal
* High Resolution AHD 720P
* Transmission distance:30-50m
* Angle of view:125~150 degree
* Power:DC 12V
* Night vision distance:5~10M
* Waterproof level:IP66
* Receiver:Any Android system with Wi-Fi mode

   DH-W01                  DH-W02           DH-W03                       DH-W04                    DH-W07                DH-W08

Wireless Camera System

DH-SR01

* Wireless sensor and wireless receiver kit,used for the wired 
camera system which hard to wiring. The wireless sender connect to 
camera, and the wireless receiver connect to monitor. If so the wired 
cam system changed to wireless cam system yet;
* Support AHD/TVI/CVI/720P/1080P camera resolution;
* Transfer distance over 1500meters outdoor;
* 20dBm with power control;
* Delay time is 100-120ms;
* Power on and keep pressboth "PAIR" 3seconds,well done
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DH-WS01

* Battery Operated Wireless Camera System one monitor one cam
* Monitor Size: 7 inch or 10 inch optional
* Built-in DVR: Yes, Max suport 128GB SD card-This item dose 
come with it
* Transmitter range: about 50Meters, max 100Meters outdoor space
* Camera support: max 2 wireless cameras and 2 wired cameras 
total 4cams
* Widely used as trailer hitch rear view backup cam for camp, RV, 
pickup,heavy duty truck,semi truck etc commercial vehicle cam.

https://www.duuhnn
.com/product_27/13
0.html

DH-WS02

* Battery Operated Wireless Camera System one monitor two cams
* Monitor Size: 7 inch or 10 inch optional
* Built-in DVR: Yes, Max suport 128GB SD card-This item dose 
come with it
* Transmitter range: about 50Meters, max 100Meters outdoor space
* Camera support: max 2 wireless cameras and 2 wired cameras 
total 4cams
* Widely used as trailer hitch rear view backup cam for camp, RV, 
pickup,heavy duty truck,semi truck etc commercial vehicle cam.

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_27/
131.html

DH-WS03

* Work floodlight camera and monitor 7''  wireless system;
* The floodlight camera is waterproof,but the wireless monitor is not 
waterproof;
* Wide voltage DC12V-32V output;
* Transfer distance max 300Meters(500meters optional);
* One monitor support 1/2/4 split screen monitor optional;
* Reversing line,independent to setup mirror/normal image,reverse 
delay,night version max 50Meters
* AHD 720P resolution,2.4G digital signal

DH-WS04

* Waterproof work floodlight camera and waterproof monitor 7''  
wireless system;
* Wide voltage DC12V-32V output;
* Transfer distance max 300Meters(500meters optional);
* One monitor support 1/2/4 split screen monitor optional;
* Reversing line,independent to setup mirror/normal image,reverse 
delay,night version max 50Meters
* AHD 720P resolution,2.4G digital signal

DH-KS03

* Big house cover ensure enough space to release the heat inside 
the PCB board, especially outside high temperature long time keep 
working 8hours or more
* Digital wireless kit optics zoom 30X, 4ch split screen;
* Wireless distance about 300Meters(500M optional);
* 1ch/2ch/4ch optional,support DVR video recording;
* Perfect for tower crane wireless monitoring

DH-SR02

* AHD digital wireless camera and wireless charger receiver 
kit,suitable with any streaming rear view mirror/DVR/display screen 
which has AHD input port;
* Wireless camera built in antenna, AHD 1080P,wide angle 
160°,waterproof IP69K,waterproof,dustproof and shockproof design;
* Car charger receiver function: trigger rearview mirror reversing line, 
rotation, code matching, power switch, N/P switch, restore factory 
settings.
* Application vehicles:car, pickup, SUV, RV, towed RV.
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DH-WS05

* 7inch 720P digital HD wireless camera and monitor kit with 
recording feature  support 16Gb-128Gb;
* IP69K Waterproof, Fog Resistance RV Backup Camera
* Smart IR-CUT Super Night Vision,Quick & Easy Installation
* Clear, Vivid & Easy Viewing,Upgraded Long Range & Stable Signal 
Strength
* Anti water,anti oil film,fog resistant
* DC 12-32V, support max 4ch,lens 120°,consumption 150mA
* Suit for RVs, motorhomes, trucks, trailers, vans, shutter buses, 
commuter buses, school buses and tractors etc

DH-WS12

* 4Ch split 7'' wireless camera and monitor kit  with with recording 
feature  support 16Gb-128Gb;
* Digital 4 wireless Camera 1080P, wireless DVR monitor 720P, 
GPS feature optional;
* Wireless signal open distance can reach up to 1650ft(500m), 
transmit power is 26DBM;
* waterproof IP69K, waterproof droplets, anti-fog, dust-proof, 
scratch-proof;
* Application for RV, Trailer RV

DH-WS11

* 4ch digital wireless kit;
* Monitor 5''/7''/9''/10.1'' optional;
* Transmitter distance over 200M
* TF card record
* Application for truck,forklift,caravan etc

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_27/
127.html

Truck Monitor and System Series

DH-MM43

* 4.3inch rear view mirror display;
* TFT-LCD,power DC 8V-30V; 
* One channel to reverse camera,the other channel to DVR;
* PAL/NTSC auto switching;
* Resolution 480*272;
* Contrast ratio: 350:1,Brightness: 300cd/m2

DH-MM70

* 7inch rear view mirror display;
* Display 16:9, resolution 800*480, DC 12V;
* PAL/NTSC auto switching;
* Operation mode: touch or remote control;
* Menu languages: Chinese, English,German, 
French,Spanish,Portuguese,Italian,Russian;
* 2CH inputs: one channel to DVD, the other to the rearview 
camera/radar
* Optional features:MP5，bluetooth, digital screen,audio,wide 
voltage 12V-24V

DH-MT43

* 4.3inch ultra thin truck monitor, DC 9V-24V;
* Resolution:480*272, PAL/NTSC auto switching;
* 2CH inputs: one channel to DVD, the other to the rearview 
camera/radar
* Contrast ratio: 350:1, Brightness: 300cd/m2
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DH-MT70

* 7inch CVBS monitor screen 16:9 or 4:3;
* 1/2/4CH split screen optional;
* Resolution 800*480, rate 300:1, brightness 300cd/m2;
* DC 12V-24V, power 5W
* PAL/NTSC auto switching

DH-MT71

* 7inch AHD IPS truck monitor 16:9;
* AHD 1/2/3/4 split screen optional;
* Resolution 1024*600; rate 450:1, brightness 500cd/m2;
* Operate via buttom or remote control;
* Loop recording
* Reversing line, parking monitor feature

DH-MT72

* 7inch AHD IPS truck monitor 16:9 with DVR feature;
* AHD 1/2/4 split screen optional;
* Resolution 1024*600; rate 450:1, brightness 500cd/m2;
* Operate via buttom or remote control;
* Loop recording,support to connect radar

DH-MT74W

* Waterproof IP69K 7inch truck monitor with DVR feature;
* Under water 10Meters working well;
* 1/2/3/4 split AHD screen optional;
* Resolution 800*480/1024*600, rate 300:1,brightness 450cd/m2;
* DC 12V-32V, power 5W, auto PAL/NTSC
* Reversing trigger,reversing line,reversing delay 0-10s feature;

DH-MT10

* 10.1 inch AHD IPS truck monitor with DVR feature;
* 1/2/4 split AHD screen optional;
* Resolution 800*480/1024*600, rate 300:1,brightness 450cd/m2;
* DC 12V-32V, power 5W, auto PAL/NTSC
* Auto PAL/NTSC switching;
* VGA/HDMI output optional

DH-MA10

* 10.1 Inch Touch Screen AI BSD monitor with DVR feature;
* 6CH split screen, max support 4ch AI BSD;
* H.265 format, loop recording, HD 1080P;
* Voltage 8-36V, TF card max 512Gb;
* Powerful software platform CMSV6 including remote preview, 
playback, broadcast, talk and more

Optional Features:
* 4G,GPS,WIFI feature is optional;
* Extentional RJ485 port,AI ADAS,BSD,DSM optional;
* Support to connect telematic sensor such as fuel level sensor,temp 
sensor,forward and reverse sensor,load cell,passenger Statistics etc
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DH-MT73

* Wireless carplay,wireless IOS/Android auto Media
* Wifi,bluetooth,FM transmission
* Dual cams forward and rearview AHD 1080P
* 7''backup monitor,FM signal from original auto car audio
* Support video save via SD card from 64Gb to 256Gb
* Support audio control feature via kinds of 
lanuage(Chinese,English,Japanese etc)
* Power wide voltage 5-36V
* GPS feature optional(show speed,over speed remind,position,tour 
tracking)

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_29/
129.html

DH-KS03

* Camera Radar and monitor kit
* Monitor built in buzzer alarm,7''/9''/10.1'' optional;
* 2Ch split screen support one side vide cam and one backup 
cam,and 4pcs radar which will show distance to monitor within 
3meters;

DH-SK01

* 7'' pillor A mirror monitor 2split,suitable for CVBS/AHD cam 2CH; 
Monitor resolution 1024*600;
* Usually the whole kit includes right/left mointor and 4 side view 
cameres;
* Wide voltage 12-32V  input design;
* Independent to setup mirror/normal image(optional)
* Reverse delay feature 0-20seconds(optional)
* Setup revering line(optional)

DH-EM01

* 12.3'' side mirror camera system approved R46
* Mirrorcam side View camera dual lens AHD 1080P waterproof 
IP69K
* Auto heating when low temp 5℃ or less when snowy,heavy rain,fog
* E mirror Hydrophilic coating to repel water droplets
* Digital side mirrors glare reduction to lower eye strain
* AI BSD(blind spot detection) system (opional)
* Side mirror with camera system storage SD card max 256Gb

https://www.duuhn
n.com/product_9/1
19.html

DH-KS04

* 4ch split telematic fleet management system;
* CMS V6  platform to view via cell phone/computer;Real time video 
monitoring and statistical report;
* Support 4G and GPS tracking;
* API integration to 3rd platform 

Notes: 
1.Warranty 2years
2.Delivery time 3-6working days for sample
3.Payment TT,western union,paypal
4.Hardware customization,API integration,system solution
5.For more items and product details pls view duuhnn.com or inquire us info@duuhnn.com
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